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Welcome to the Savannah Rocky Red Sale
Our cattle are our life – farming them is our passion,
working with them is a family effort, and striving to
produce superior quality cattle motivates us each
day. This is why we are exceptionally proud to present our cattle at Rockhampton Beef 2021, in the first
Savannah Rocky Red Sale.
We have always strived to breed functional, productive, and eye-appealing cattle, and we strongly
believe we have achieved this. Savannah cattle
are structurally correct, with depth and capacity,
well-muscled with good softness and growth for age.
A quiet temperament ensures the cattle are a pleasure to work with.
Reflecting on the past three years, since Beef ’18
highlights the many changes and challenges that
have arisen. We wish to acknowledge the ongoing
effect of environmental conditions that have, and
continue to, negatively impact many farmers. For us,
the effect of a worldwide pandemic seemed minimal
in comparison to the loss of some of our greatest
supporters, and we enter Beef ’21 with their legacies
with us. Ever optimistic, we continue on and are
grateful for the support of family and friends and the
grounding and purpose which our cattle provide us.
Rockhampton Beef has always been a significant
event for us. Having first shown three Simbrah bulls
at Beef ‘09, we have been driven by the support
we have received for our program at Beef. Not only
has this event allowed us to showcase our cattle, it
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has created connections and friendships that have
further developed our cattle brand. The success of
the Ticoba Sale has been a highlight, with our cattle
particularly suiting the Queensland market. We wish
to gratefully acknowledge Matt Kirk & family, the
team at Hourn and Bishop, and our valued clients for
their confidence in our cattle at the Ticoba Sale, and
look forward to the bull sale on 29th August, 21.
Rockhampton Beef 2021 has been an event that we
have looked forward to for months We believe this is
the perfect event to offer the cattle we have strived
to produce to Australia’s Beef Industry. We acknowledge and sincerely thank the committee for their
hard work and effort to plan and run this event in
such trying times.
Many hours of hard work contribute to presenting
this display at Beef 2021, and we thank our family
and friends who have supported us to achieve this
exhibition. As a family business, we are proud of
the cattle we breed, and believe that they meet the
needs of the Australian Beef Industry. We offer them
for inspection, and warmly invite visitors to our site.
Vaughan, Sarah & Keira

Maternal Power in the Savannah Herd
The strength in our female lines has given us the
foundation in our herd to develop a consistent,
stylish type. From early on in our stud, we have been
stringent with our female selection. We aim to select
females that are highly fertile and have high milk production rates. The strength and consistency within our
female lines, means that our dams can optimise the
genetic potential of a variety of sires. The progeny of
our females, are consistently fast growing, and fit for
commercial conditions. The strength and consistency
of these female lines in evident within this catalogue.
The Zoe Line
There are few cows in any breed that have been as influential as Lancaster Blanche G114 to the Beef Industry.
Blanche G114 has proven herself again and again.
Her ability to stamp her progeny with power, bone,
soundness, growth and docility in a polled package is
second to none. You will see the consistency of this inspirational cow within this catalogue from her daughters with calves to her granddaughters and grandsons.
This is a great opportunity to invest in such proven and
predictable performance in homozygous polled lines.
Particularly influential in this female line are the
Blanche G114 x DCR Mr Moonshine daughters, which
include Savannah Zoe M04, who sold for $28,000 at
the Red Angus & Simmental National.
Blanche has produced outstanding Simbrah calves,
including progeny from JDH Mr Elmo Manso, and has
bred leading Simmental calves, from US, Canadian
and Australian sires, including the top price bull at
the Woonallee North Bull Sale, and the notable sire,
Savannah Mississippi M019. Mississippi’s first prog-

eny will be offered at the Ticoba Bull Sale in August.
The productivity and style of her calves is exceptional, and a hallmark of the phenomenal impact this
cow has had on the Red Simmental breed.
The Dharma Line
Selected as a heifer at the Corinda Downs sale in
2009, Dharma has bred some of our leading Simmental sires, namely Savannah Jon Bon Jovi J015, who we
still utilise in our herd via A.I. The Lancaster E-Type
x Dharma cross remains one of our favourites, and
includes Savannah Dharma M015, who was Reserve
Senior Champion Cow at Rockhampton Beef 2018.
The Clover Line
It would be difficult to find a more functional female,
who consistently breeds stylish, fast growing cattle,
who are exceptionally easy doing. Clover’s yearling
sons average over $6000 at the 2019 Ticoba Bull
Sale. A female line, with runs on the board for producing commercial bulls for the North, Clover progeny have consistently performed at the Simmental
and Red Angus National.
The Casey Line
Purchased as a heifer, Lancaster Blanche J236, has
produced both Black and Red Simmentals of note. A
powerful female, J236’s “Casey” line continues to play a
significant role in our herd. J236 sons have topped the
Ticoba sale for Savannah, and her females gained much
attention at Beef 2018, in both sales and the show ring.
We love how J236 produces smooth skinned, muscular
cattle, with exceptional temperaments.

“Casey” N04, a daughter of J236

“Dharma” A Simbrah daughter from Corinda Downs Dharma

“Zoe” G114, the leading Australian Red Simmental Cow
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Terms & Conditions
Sale Details
The sale will be operated by Savage Barker and Backhouse – GDL
in conjunction with Hourn and Bishop QLD. Buyers are requested
to register with the selling agent prior to commencement of the
sale and to display their registration number at the completion
of the sale. The sale will be interfaced online with AuctionsPlus
(www.auctionsplus.com.au). Please see information on page 6 of
this catalogue to register with AuctionsPlus. Phone bidding can be
organised, to do so please contact Josh Heck (SBB-GDL) on 0409
732 676 or Matt Bishop (Hourn and Bishop QLD) on 0437 972 292.

of all live lots sold. Entry into this sale constitutes a guarantee by
Savannah that if a lot should prove infertile or breaks downs due
to reasons other than injury, misadventure, flushing or negligence,
Savannah will provide purchasers with a satisfactory replacement
if available, or issue purchasers with a credit equal to the purchase
price minus salvage value. This credit may be used to purchase
any animal in future Savannah livestock sales. Any request for replacement or credit must be lodged within 12 months of purchase.
A veterinary certificate must be produced by the purchaser. Savannah Simmentals highly recommend that lots are insured.

Cattle are sold exclusive of GST. It is the responsibility of international
purchasers to make their own enquiries as to GST exemption requirements prior to the sale.

DNA Testing
All cattle have been DNA tested for colour and poll status. All cattle
have been 50K or 100K DNA tested and parent verified.

Animals will become the responsibility of the purchasers at the
conclusion of the sale. We strongly recommend insuring your cattle at the completion of the sale.

Registrations and Transfers
All cattle are registered with the Australian Simmental Breeders Association and are eligible for transfer. If transfer is required, please
advise the vendor following the sale via the Buyer’s Instruction
form on page 31 of this catalogue.

The sale will commence at 5pm (QLD time) on 5th May, 2021.
Transport
Cattle will need to remain on display at Savannah’s Rockhampton Beef
site until 5pm Friday 7th May. Savannah is happy to assist with transport from Rockhampton Beef where possible. Freight subsidies will be
offered for buyers of two or more lots. Please provide clear instructions
on the Buyer’s Instruction form on Page 31 of this catalogue.
Guarantee
Savannah Simmentals guarantees to bull and female purchasers
at the 2021 Rocky Red Sale, the structural soundness and fertility
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Terms and Conditions of Sale
Savage Barker and Backhouse – GDL will be facilitating the sale by
the open cry auction system. All lots will be governed by normal
sale conditions, and all lots are sold under Savage Barker and Backhouse – GDL usual terms and conditions of livestock auction sales.
Cattle will be displayed in pens within the cattle site at Rockhampton Beef prior to, and during the auction. Although we do not
anticipate any problems, please be aware you inspect the cattle
at your own risk, and the vendor will take no responsibility for any
accidents or injuries.

Rebate
A 3% rebate to outside agents that attend the event and settle within
7 days of the sale will be offered. Clients need to be introduced in
writing no less than 24 hours prior to the commencement of the
sale, to SBB-GDL at sbblivestock@ruralco.com.au or Hourn and Bishop at livestock@hbqld.com.au.
Health
Cattle sell at a JBAS score of 7. All cattle are up to date with 7:1 vaccination,
and have been drenched with Dectomax injectable. All sale cattle have
tested negative for Pestivirus. Live lots have been tick blooded, and vaccinated for three day sickness. Cattle will be cleared to travel to clean areas.
Embryo Lots
Embryos offered as Lot 11 – 14 and Lot 31 are eligible for export. In
accordance with AQIS protocol, the embryos are confirmed eligible
for export to Canada, USA and New Zealand. Inquires about export
eligibility to other countries can be made on request. Embryos have
been collected by Dr Mike Boerema, Embryo Services of SA.
Bull Lots
Savannah will retain a semen share in all five bulls offered as Lots 1 –
5. Semen has been collected prior to the Sale. The purchaser of Lot 1
will be provided with 100 straws of semen within the purchase price.
The purchasers of Lot 2 – 5 will each receive 50 straws of semen
from their purchased bull included within the price.

Inspection
Cattle can be inspected at sites CP2, CP3 & CP7 at Rockhampton
Beef from Sunday 2nd May. Cattle will be arriving in Queensland on
20th April, and can be inspected at Ticoba Station, Mundubbera by
appointment.
COVID-19
Savannah will adhere to government requirements, and those outlined by Beef Australia at the time of the event, and will advise of
these requirements prior to the event via social media. In the worstcase scenario, the sale will run in an online format only on AuctionsPlus on 5th May at 5pm (QLD time).
We encourage purchasers to consider registering via AuctionsPlus,
even if you intend to attend the event, as attendance numbers may
need to be capped to adhere to social distancing regulations.
Disclaimer
All reasonable care has been taken by the vendor and designer to
ensure that the information provided in this catalogue is correct at
the time of publication. However, neither the vendor, selling agents
and/or designer make no other representations about the accuracy,
reliability or completeness of any information provided in this catalogue and do not assume any responsibility for the use or interpretation of the information included in the catalogue.

Supplementary Information
Cattle will be weighed, fat and muscle scanned prior to the sale. All
females will be pregnancy tested prior to the sale. Estimated Breeding Values are available for all cattle at request.
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How to Register and Bid on AuctionsPlus
1

Go to www.auctionsplus.com.au
to register at least 48 hours before
the sale.

7

Fill in buyer details and once
completed go back to Dashboard.

2

Select “Sign Up” in the top right
hand corner.

8

Complete buyer induction module
(approx. 30 minutes).

3

Fill out your name, mobile number,
email address and create a password.

9

AuctionsPlus will email you to let
you know that your account has
been approved.

4

Go to your emails and confirm the
account.

10

Log in on sale day and connect to
auction.

5

Return to AuctionsPlus and log in.

11

Bid using the two-step process –
unlock the bid button and bid at
that price.

6

Select “Dashboard” and then select
“Request Approval to Buy”.
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If you are successful, the selling
agent will contact you post sale to
organise delivery and payment.

For more information please contact us on:
Phone: (02) 9262 4222
Email: info@auctionsplus.com.au
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Savannah Quarterback Q077 (R) (PP) (AI) (ET)

ID: SCCPQ077 | DOB: 14/09/2019
KWA FLYF Red Mountain 16Z (P)
Sire: Harvie Red Summit 54B (P) (R)
Harvie Dakota Rose 11Z (P) (B)
DCR Mr Moon Shine X102 (PP)
Dam: Savannah Zoe M02 (PP) (ET) (AI) (R)
Lancaster Blanche G114 (PP) (ET) (AI) (R)

What a way to start our Rocky Red Sale – a bull with
true sire power! This bull catches the eye, expressing
style from head to tail, in a dark cherry red package.
This bull has a striking presence, with thickness,
depth, and an enviable muscle pattern.

Red Simmie Stud Power

Savannah Zoe M04
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Harvie Red Summit 54B

Savannah Zoe M01

This bull has an impressive pedigree to match his
outstanding phenotype. The first calf offered by
Savannah out of Harvie Red Summit who is blending
exceptionally well with the Savannah females (admire his full sisters at Lot 15 and Lot 28).
Q077’s dam, Savannah Zoe M02, purchased by
Bullando Simmentals, is a full sister to both Savannah Zoe M01 ($11,500 to Loaderry Simmentals) and
Savannah Zoe M04 ($28,000 to Tullayr Simmental).
These two females topped the Red Angus and Simmental National in 2017 and 2018 respectively.

PURCHASER:

PRICE:

2

Savannah Quicksilver Q089 (R) (PP) (AI) (ET)

ID: SCCPQ089 | DOB: 01/12/2019

DCR Mr Moon Shine X102 (PP)
Sire: TNT 90 Proof Z401 (PP) (R)

PURCHASER:

TNT Miss S17
Lancaster Red Baron (P) (ET) (AI) (R)
Dam: Lancaster Blanche G114 (PP) (ET) (AI) (R)

PRICE:

Lancaster Blanche (P) (ET) (AI) (B)
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An impressive TNT 90 Proof son. A younger bull who
has stood out from a calf, Q089 is growthy, correct
and square made. The desired extra depth and thickness are blended with a good front end.
Out of Lancaster Blanche G114, whose progeny have
topped both the Ticoba Sale (for Savannah) and the
Woonallee North Sale in 2020. Brett Nobbs purchased a flush from G114 in 2017 that resulted in an
impressive 27 embryos in one flush.
Full sisters sell at Lots 26 and 30.

Savannah Quickdraw Q082 (R) (PP)

ID:SCCPQ082 | DOB: 24/09/2019

Come as U R Red Rocket (P) (R)
Sire: Savannah Nova (PP) (ET) (AI) (R)

PURCHASER:

Lancaster Blanche G114 (PP) (ET) (AI) (R)
TNT Top Gun R244 (PP) (R)
Dam: Savannah Clover K036 (PP) (AI)
Corinda Downs Clover (Pp) (R)

PRICE:

All the characteristics of an exceptional sire are
represented in this bull. We have used this bull in
our stud herd, with him coming out on 21st February.
Although his preparation for Rockhampton Beef has
been short, he still demonstrates why we believe he
compliments a selection of our stud females. Q082
is sired by a Come as U R Red Rocket son, who true
to type, has great skin, huge capacity, softness and
depth. This sire is out of a Clover C010 daughter,
Savannah Clover K036. Our Clover female line has
been consistently impressive. Producing offspring
including Savannah Clover N12, who sold to Bill and
Kay Geddes at the 2018 Red Angus and Simmental
National, and Savannah Jackeroo, a Black Simmental,
who sold to David and Di Hood for $10,000.

Savannah Clover N12

Savannah Rocky Red Sale
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Savannah Quantico Q058 (R) (PPS) (AI) (ET)

ID: SCCPQ058 | DOB: 01/08/2019

Lancaster E-Type E074 (P) (AI) (R)
Sire: Savannah Jon Bon Jovi J015

PURCHASER:

Corinda Downs Dharma (PP) (ET) (AI) (R)
Bonnydale Geronimo (P) (ET) (AI) (B)
PRICE:

Dam: Corinda Downs Eloise (Pp) (B)
Corinda Downs Clover (Pp) (R)

Savannah Jon Bon Jovi J015
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Savannah Eloise M25

Savannah Qantas Q050 (R) (PP) (AI) (ET)

ID:SCCPQ050 | DOB: 30/07/2019

TNT Gunner N208
Sire: TNT Top Gun R244 (PP) (R)

PURCHASER:

TNT Miss Sadie M68
Come as U R Red Rocket (P) (R)
Dam: Savannah Zoe M012 (P) (ET) (AI) (R)
Lancaster Blanche G114 (PP) (ET) (AI) (R)

TNT Top Gun R244
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A pedigree of difference – out of our Eloise cow
(a Clover C010 daughter) and sired by Savannah
Jon Bon Jovi J015. We retained Savannah Jon Bon
Jovi J015 before selling him to Tullayr Simmentals
in 2018 for stud duties. We have been delighted
with his progeny, including the top price Savannah
bulls at Ticoba in both 2018 (Savannah Murphy M21
selling for $9000) and 2019 (Savannah Prestigious
N40 selling for $11,500). The full sister to this bull,
Savannah Eloise M25, sold to Ticoba at the 2017
Red Angus and Simmental National. We have used
him to back up AI in the sale team. His length and
frame is what we are looking for to compliment the
capacity, depth, and moderation we have in our
program. A very correct bull with great potential.

Savannah Rocky Red Sale

PRICE:

An upstanding individual with a smooth front end
and meat in all the right places, this young sire
comes from a dam who packs a punch, Savannah
Zoe M012, who is offered as Lot 7. Sired by TNT
Top Gun R244, this bull has a lot of promise. Top
Gun progeny have continued to demand attention
for their sleek coat, style and structural correctness. A TNT Top Gun son sold at the Ticoba sale in
2018 to Reid’s Charolais as a yearling for $7000,
and his calves have impressed. Q050 is destined
to mature into an impressive sire.
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Savannah Miss Zoe P017 (cow and calf)

ID: SCCPP017 | DOB: 08/03/2018
DCR Mr Moon Shine X102 (PP)
Sire: TNT Bootlegger Z268 (PP) (R)
TNT Miss W70
Lancaster Red Baron (P) (ET) (AI) (R)
Dam: Lancaster Blanche G114 (PP) (ET) (AI) (R)
Lancaster Blanche (P) (ET) (AI) (B)

A standout young female! We are exceptionally
proud to offer this first calf heifer as the first female
lot of the sale. A full ET sister to Savannah Mississippi
M019, she has it all – style, length, milk, carcass, and
is homozygous polled.

Powerful pedigree

Sired by TNT Bootlegger, we have consistently loved
the progeny from this sire. Selling at the TNT sale for
$67,000 in 2013, Bootlegger progeny are structurally
correct, eye-appealing, super quiet cattle. Bootlegger has crossed remarkably well with Lancaster
Blanche G114, with these bulls selling exceptionally
well at the 2019 Ticoba Bull Sale.
The job she is doing on her first calf heifer by Yerwal
Estate Powerhouse P247, an SVS Captain Morgan 11Z
son, is amazing – she’s a super sweet heifer calf who
is worthy of inspection in her own right.

Savannah Mississippi at Rockhampton Beef ‘18

TNT Bootlegger Z268

PURCHASER:

PRICE:

Savannah Rocky Red Sale
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Savannah Zoe M012 (R) (P) (AI) (ET)

ID: VPCPM012 | DOB: 04/04/2016
MRL 130Y
Sire: Come as U R Red Rocket (P) (R)
Miss Xciting 14X
Lancaster Red Baron (P) (ET) (AI) (R)
Dam: Lancaster Blanche G114 (PP) (ET) (AI) (R)
Lancaster Blanche (P) (ET) (AI) (B)

This cow keeps astounding us with her ability to outweigh every other animal in her contemporary group
– whether it be as a calf, weaner, heifer or cow, she
astounds us every time she comes in the yards. Her
weight for her size is unmatched, and has been so
consistently, with her memorably weighing in at 480 kg
at 8 months.
Sired by Come as U R Red Rocket, a full sibling to this
cow sold for Woonallee North at Rockhampton Beef ’18
for $30,000 from embryos purchased by Brett Nobbs.

Powerhouse donor cow

M012 has bred consistently well and has flushed solidly.
Check out the Lot 5 son (sired by TNT Top Gun) and her
daughters at Lot 16 (sired by TNT Top Gun) and Lot 20
(sired by DCR Mr Moonshine). She currently has a very
special heifer calf at foot, sired by Yerwal Estate Powerhouse P247.
Zoe M012 has a bombproof temperament with that little
bit extra as she wants to be “your mate.” Taking photos
and videoing was a challenge and she was happier to
get a scratch than walk away.

Come as U R Red Rocket
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PURCHASER:

PRICE:

8

Savannah Zoe P062 (R) (PP) (AI) (ET)

ID: SCCPP062 | DOB: 10/12/2018

Wheatland Circuit Breaker (P) (R)

PURCHASER:

Sire: Wheatland Kill Switch (P) (R)
HR/RR Ms Candace T73
Lancaster Red Baron (P) (ET) (AI) (R)
Dam: Lancaster Blanche G114 (PP) (ET) (AI) (R)

PRICE:

Lancaster Blanche (P) (ET) (AI) (B)

Blanche G114 as a young cow

9

A superb young cow and calf unit here. She
calved in at 2 years with a picture-perfect udder.
The first of the Wheatland Kill Switch daughters
in the sale, who has been heralded by Wheatland
as “… one of the hottest bulls in the business.” We
must agree with Wheatland who have observed
his daughters to be “…the best uddered females
anywhere in the country,” as we are finding the
same in Australia. The heifer is evidence of this.
A standout heifer calf at foot, this is a very attractive unit.

Wheatland Kill Switch 598C

Savannah Clover P013 (R) (PP) (AI) (ET)

ID:SCCPP013 | DOB: 02/03/2018

Lancaster E-Type E074 (P) (AI) (R)
Sire: Savannah Jon Bon Jovi J015

PURCHASER:

Corinda Downs Dharma (PP) (ET) (AI) (R)
TNT Top Gun R244 (PP) (R)
Dam: Savannah Clover K036 (PP) (AI)
Corinda Downs Clover (Pp) (R)

PRICE:

An outstanding opportunity to purchase a young
cow, with another great heifer calf at foot. A
productive TNT Top Gun R244 granddaughter,
P013 has extra frame from her granddam Corinda
Downs Clover C010, and extra length from her
sire Savannah Jon Bon Jovi J015. You can see the
blending of two great donor lines in this young
cow.

Savannah Rocky Red Sale
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Savannah Zoe P011 (R) (PP) (AI) (ET)

ID: SCCPP011 | DOB: 01/03/2018

Wheatland Circuit Breaker (P) (R)
Sire: Wheatland Kill Switch (P) (R)
HR/RR Ms Candace T73
Lancaster Red Baron (P) (ET) (AI) (R)
Dam: Lancaster Blanche G114 (PP) (ET) (AI) (R)
Lancaster Blanche (P) (ET) (AI) (B)

Savannah Power Surge P09

Another Kill Switch X G114 first calf cow, with an outstanding udder, as with Lot 8. P011 is softer made than
her full sister at Lot 8, with a squarer muscle pattern,
whilst still retaining depth of rib and a smooth front end.
P011 has a sweet young heifer by Yerwal Estate Powerhouse P247 at foot.
A full brother of this young cow is Savannah Power
Surge P09, who was Junior Champion Bull at the 2019
Simmental National, selling to Ticoba Simbrahs.

PURCHASER:

Savannah Kentucky K28
Sired by Lancaster E-Type, Kentucky was purchased by
Matt Kirk, Ticoba Simbrahs, Mundubbera at AgGrow 2016.
Specifically selected to breed full red Simbrahs, Kentucky
has bred growthy, well-muscled, clean skinned calves.
Over 20 sons have been sold in the Ticoba sale in the
last two years, with another crop being prepared for this
year’s bull sale. Kentucky is a proven sire, who has made a
significant impact on the northern beef industry.
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Ticoba son of Kentucky K28

Savannah Kentucy K28

PRICE:

11

MRL Playmaker X Lancaster Blanche G114
4x Embryos

Export
Eligible

R Plus Venom 4006B
Sire: MRL Playmaker (PP) (R)
MRL Miss 4335B
Lancaster Red Baron (P) (ET) (AI) (R)
Dam: Lancaster Blanche G114 (PP) (ET) (AI) (R)
Lancaster Blanche (P) (ET) (AI) (B)

Introducing MRL Playmaker. Savannah has sought out
the extra growth and performance that this sire offers. Playmaker’s EPDs put him in the top 1% for both
weaning and yearling weight in the Simmental breed,
while still retaining calving ease. Playmaker sold for
$69,000 to Bouchard Livestock, and has been used
in some of the leading US and Canadian Simmental
studs. We believe his performance will compliment
the capacity of our females exceptionally well.
PURCHASER:

PRICE:

Exciting new genetics
Savannah Rocky Red Sale
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MRL Playmaker X Lancaster Blanche G114
4x Embryos
R Plus Venom 4006B
Sire: MRL Playmaker (PP) (R)

PURCHASER:

MRL Miss 4335B
Lancaster Red Baron (P) (ET) (AI) (R)
Dam: Lancaster Blanche G114 (PP) (ET) (AI) (R)

PRICE:

Lancaster Blanche (P) (ET) (AI) (B)
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We are delighted to offer embryos which are
export eligible from Lancaster Blanche G114. Her
son Savannah Mississippi M019 gained so much
attention at Beef ’18, that we were determined to
provide this opportunity at Beef ’21. A super exciting joining with Playmaker.

Boundary Astute 4C X Lancaster Blanche G114
4x Embryos
TNT Gunner N208
Sire: Boundary Astute 4C (PP) (R)

CDI Authority 77X
Dam: Lancaster Blanche G114 (PP) (ET) (AI) (R)
Kimlake Marie 840U

Savannah Rocky Red Sale

Export
Eligible

PURCHASER:

TNT Miss Sadie M68

16

Export
Eligible

PRICE:

Another tremendous opportunity to secure new
genetics. Boundary Astute 4C is a CDI Authority
77X son, and a paternal sibling to KWA Lawmaker
59C. His dam is equally as reputable, out of a TNT
Top Gun cow. Astute topped the SWS sale in 2016
for $51,000. These embryos are sure to pack a
punch, with exceptional carcass traits.
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Boundary Astute 4C X Savannah Miss Zoe N44
TNT Gunner N208
Sire: Boundary Astute 4C (PP) (R)
TNT Miss Sadie M68
TNT Bootlegger Z268 (PP) (R)
Dam: Savannah Miss Zoe N44 (PP) (ET) (AI) (R)
Lancaster Blanche G114 (PP) (ET) (AI) (R)

Keira at the heifer show with Zoe N44

4x Embryos

Export
Eligible

We selected this superior young female to head into the
donor mob, due to her pedigree (a full sister to Lot 6).
Exceptionally quiet, this heifer has sentimental value, accompanying Keira to the SA Junior Heifer Expo in 2018,
when Keira was the youngest competitor in the event.
Miss Zoe’s style and productivity maker her an outstanding young donor. We predict impressive progeny from
this mating, with length, depth and eye appeal.
PURCHASER:

PRICE:

Seamark Testimonial
Seamark Pty. Ltd. has been the valued volume buyer at the Ticoba Bull Sale since 2018. Seamark
Livestock Manager, Ray Jensen, values the Red Simmentals for their small birth weights, with the
ability to immediately grow on. Ray is impressed by the early maturity and weight gain of the
Simmental calves. Ray explains, “…to continue keeping up with the feedlots, we need to have
Euro cross over the Droughtmasters, and the Red Simmental is ideal.” Despite the drier conditions
last year, Ray has reported that the Savannah bulls handled the conditions well. “Coming out of a
better season this year, the bulls are in good working order, and perform well in QLD conditions,”
Ray says.
Seamark’s 7 month old calves sired by Wheatland Kill Switch X Lancaster Blanche G114
bulls out of first calf heifers.

Savannah Rocky Red Sale
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Savannah Zoe Rose Q070 (R) (PP) (AI) (ET)

ID: SCCPQ070 | DOB: 12/09/2019
KWA FLYF Red Mountain 16Z (P)
Sire: Harvie Red Summit 54B (P) (R)
Harvie Dakota Rose 11Z (P) (B)
DCR Mr Moon Shine X102 (PP)
Dam: Savannah Zoe M02 (PP) (ET) (AI) (R)
Lancaster Blanche G114 (PP) (ET) (AI) (R)

An outstanding, dark red heifer with thickness and
punch from the “breeding sensation sire” Harvie Red
Summit. Summit is fast gaining a reputation for quality cattle in Australia. Renowned in Canada as the
2016 Supreme Bull at Farmfair International, and for
his proven breeding ability. Summit’s progeny have
been described as low birth weight, easy doing, stylish cattle, and this heifer certainly is evidence of this.
We have been impressed with Summit’s sire style in
both bulls (Lot 1) and heifers (Lot 15 and Lot 19).

PURCHASER:

PRICE:

Outstanding breeding potential
Savannah Zoe M05
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Savannah Zoe Q069 (R) (PP) (AI) (ET)

ID: SCCPQ069 | DOB: 04/09/2019
TNT Gunner N208
Sire: TNT Top Gun R244 (PP) (R)
TNT Miss Sadie M68
Come as U R Red Rocket (P) (R)
Dam: Savannah Zoe M012 (P) (ET) (AI) (R)
Lancaster Blanche G114 (PP) (ET) (AI) (R)

An eye-appealing heifer, with an exceptional pedigree. Out of Lot 7. Savannah Zoe M012, this heifer
validates the proven breeding capacity of this cow.
Stylish, deep bodied, this heifer is a hard one to part
with. A full sister to the Lot 5 bull. We love the depth,
softness and structural correctness of this heifer –
she is very similar to her mother at the same age.
Crystal ball this heifer is you are looking for a game
changing future donor.

PURCHASER:

PRICE:

Proven quality
Savannah Rocky Red Sale
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Savannah Casey Q49 (R) (PP) (AI) (ET)

ID: SCCPQ49 | DOB: 26/07/2019

Wheatland Circuit Breaker (P) (R)
Sire: Wheatland Kill Switch (P) (R)

PURCHASER:

HR/RR Ms Candace T73
SRS Right-On 22R (P) (B)
Dam: Lancaster Blanche J236 (PP) (ET) (AI) (B)

PRICE:

Lancaster Blanche (P) (ET) (AI) (B)

A superb pedigree in this heifer – Wheatland Kill
Switch x Blanche J236. The combination of Kill
Switch and J236 works exceptionally well. This
heifer is soft as butter, not to mention beautifully quiet.
We purchased Blanche J236 as a heifer, and her
progeny have been consistently impressive. A
heterozygous black heifer, half siblings to this
heifer Savannah Casey N05 sold to Knockando
Beef Cattle for $8,000 and Casey N08 sold for
$12,000 to Double K Simmentals.

Savannah Casey N05
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Savannah Casey N08

Savannah Casey Q081 (R) (PP)

ID:SCCPQ081 | DOB: 20/09/2019

TNT Bootlegger Z268 (PP) (R)
Sire: Savannah Miracle (PP) (AI) (R)

PURCHASER:

Savannah Zoe K005 (PP) (R)
SRS Right-On 22R (P) (B)
Dam: Lancaster Blanche J236 (PP) (ET) (AI) (B)
Lancaster Blanche (P) (ET) (AI) (B)

Keira, Zoe K5 and Miracle
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PRICE:

The natural calf of Lancaster Blanche J236, this
heifer exhibits impressive growth for age. The
first of two Savannah-K Miracle calves in the
sale. Miracle is a son of Keira’s original “Zoe.” We
retained Miracle for in herd use, and have been
impressed by the do-ability of his calves. Zoe
has been producing females with great shape,
and maternal traits. Keira was delighted with
her first sale bull, Savannah-K P04, a half brother to this heifer, who sold at the 2020 Ticoba
Sale for $9,000 to Marty & Chloe Barbour.
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Savannah Zoe Rose Q076 (R) (PP) (AI) (ET)

ID: SCCPQ076 | DOB: 16/09/2019

KWA FLYF Red Mountain 16Z (P)
Sire: Harvie Red Summit 54B (P) (R)

PURCHASER:

Harvie Dakota Rose 11Z (P) (B)
DCR Mr Moon Shine X102 (PP)
Dam: Savannah Zoe M02 (PP) (ET) (AI) (R)

PRICE:

Lancaster Blanche G114 (PP) (ET) (AI) (R)

20

This heifer offers great potential as a powerful
and stylish young breeder. Out of the Savannah Zoe M08 cow (retained by Savannah), this
heifer combines weight for age, carcass quality
and feminine style. Like her half siblings, Q076
has the easy doing constitution inherited from
her sire.

Savannah Zoe Q059 (R) (PP) (AI) (ET)

ID:SCCPQ059 | DOB: 30/07/2019

R Plus Moonshine 7077T
Sire: DCR Mr Moon Shine X102 (PP)

PURCHASER:

DCR Ms Shearcrock U302
Come as U R Red Rocket (P) (R)
Dam: Savannah Zoe M012 (P) (ET) (AI) (R)
Lancaster Blanche G114 (PP) (ET) (AI) (R)

PRICE:

A unique opportunity to secure these genetics,
with a heifer sired by DCR MR Moonshine. The
final progeny out of the M012 cow, we have
great confidence in this joining. A deep bodied
heifer in a moderate frame. Consistent quality is
the hallmark of this pedigree.

Savannah Rocky Red Sale
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Boundary Astute 4C X Lancaster Blanche G114
4x Embryos
TNT Gunner N208
Sire: Boundary Astute 4C (PP) (R)
TNT Miss Sadie M68

CDI Authority 77X
Dam: Lancaster Blanche G114 (PP) (ET) (AI) (R)
Kimlake Marie 840U

PURCHASER:

22

We are confidant that progeny from this joining
will be impressive – capacity, style and temperament in one package.

PRICE:

Harvie Red Summit 54B X Savannah Miss Zoe N44
KWA FLYF Red Mountain 16Z (P)

4x Embryos

Sire: Harvie Red Summit 54B (P) (R)
Harvie Dakota Rose 11Z (P) (B)

TNT Bootlegger Z268 (PP) (R)
Dam: Savannah Miss Zoe N44 (PP) (ET) (AI) (R)
Lancaster Blanche G114 (PP) (ET) (AI) (R)

PURCHASER:
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PRICE:

Harvie Red Summit crossed with Mississippi’s
full sister! An impressive genetic opportunity.
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Harvie Red Summit 54B X Lancaster Blanche G114
4x Embryos
KWA FLYF Red Mountain 16Z (P)
Sire: Harvie Red Summit 54B (P) (R)
Harvie Dakota Rose 11Z (P) (B)

CDI Authority 77X
Dam: Lancaster Blanche G114 (PP) (ET) (AI) (R)
Kimlake Marie 840U

PURCHASER:

24

Considering what Blanche G114’s daughters
have produced with Summit, we are super excited by this combination. Blanche G114’s record as
the most dominant and successful Red Simmental female in Australia, combined with Summit is
guaranteed to be amazing!

PRICE:

Boundary Astute 4C X Savannah Miss Zoe N44
TNT Gunner N208

4x Embryos

Sire: Boundary Astute 4C (PP) (R)
TNT Miss Sadie M68

TNT Bootlegger Z268 (PP) (R)
Dam: Savannah Miss Zoe N44 (PP) (ET) (AI) (R)
Lancaster Blanche G114 (PP) (ET) (AI) (R)

PURCHASER:

A domestic opportunity to select an outstanding
Red Simmental joining.

PRICE:

Savannah Rocky Red Sale
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Savannah Zoe Q045 (R) (PP) (AI) (ET)

ID: SCCPQ045 | DOB: 23/07/2019

DCR Mr Moon Shine X102 (PP)
Sire: TNT 90 Proof Z401 (PP) (R)
TNT Miss S17
DCR Mr Moon Shine X102 (PP)
Dam: Savannah Zoe M04 (PP) (ET) (AI) (R)
Lancaster Blanche G114 (PP) (ET) (AI) (R)

TNT 90 Proof

The first of the TNT 90 Proof daughters in the sale.
90 Proof was the 2014 high seller at the annual TNT
production sale. A maternal brother to TNT Tanker,
and half-brother to TNT Bootlegger, 90 Proof is an
attractive genetic option. We selected 90 Proof because of his carcass traits, and have been impressed
by his ability to infuse extra frame into his progeny.
This heifer is a soft-skinned heifer with an impressive
muscle expression.

PURCHASER:

PRICE:

Savannah Kenworth K9
Affectionately known as “George,” this bull was astutely
selected by Allan & Jo Fogarty, and family, of Lucy Creek
Station, NT, for his outstanding temperament. Purchased
in 2016 for $20,000, George is sired by Lancaster E-Type,
and was specifically purchased to breed bulls for use on
Lucy Creek. We pride ourselves on breeding cattle with
phenomenal temperament, and George has retained
this despite his five years of station work, still enjoying
a scratch. George’s calves have been stamped with his
quiet nature, growth and muscle pattern.
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Savannah Kenworth K9

A calf of Kenworth’s bred at Lucy Creek Station
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Savannah Zoe Q056 (R) (PP) (AI) (ET)

ID: SCCPQ056 | DOB: 29/07/2019

DCR Mr Moon Shine X102 (PP)
Sire: TNT 90 Proof Z401 (PP) (R)
TNT Miss S17
Lancaster Red Baron (P) (ET) (AI) (R)
Dam: Lancaster Blanche G114 (PP) (ET) (AI) (R)
Lancaster Blanche (P) (ET) (AI) (B)

PURCHASER:

27

Full brothers to this heifer have sold well at
the Ticoba Sale, suiting the commercial buyer.
Q056 is a framey heifer, who retains softness.
An upstanding heifer, with an attractive head,
there is much to admire about this heifer.

PRICE:

Savannah Zoe Q055 (heifer)

ID:SCCPQ055 | DOB: 28/07/2019

Wheatland Circuit Breaker (P) (R)
Sire: Wheatland Kill Switch (P) (R)
HR/RR Ms Candace T73
DCR Mr Moon Shine X102 (PP)
Dam: Savannah Zoe M04 (PP) (ET) (AI) (R)
Lancaster Blanche G114 (PP) (ET) (AI) (R)

PURCHASER:

A heifer out of the record breaking Savannah
Zoe M04, who sold for $28,000 in 2019, this
heifer is super sweet. Sired by Wheatland Kill
Switch, this heifer is destined to have an impeccable udder. A beautiful front end, this heifer
is maturing into a very smooth, stylish young
female.

PRICE:

Savannah Rocky Red Sale
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Savannah Zoe Rose Q086 (R) (PP) (AI) (ET)

ID: SCCPQ086 | DOB: 20/09/2019

KWA FLYF Red Mountain 16Z (P)

PURCHASER:

Sire: Harvie Red Summit 54B (P) (R)

This heifer is proof there is power in this pedigree! We have a high opinion of this deep
bodied, upstanding type with great volume
and that Summit head we love.

Harvie Dakota Rose 11Z (P) (B)
DCR Mr Moon Shine X102 (PP)
Dam: Savannah Zoe M02 (PP) (ET) (AI) (R)

PRICE:

Lancaster Blanche G114 (PP) (ET) (AI) (R)
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Savannah Dharma Q084 (R) (PP)

ID:SCCPQ084 | DOB: 02/10/2019

TNT Bootlegger Z268 (PP) (R)
Sire: Savannah Miracle (PP) (AI) (R)

PURCHASER:

Savannah Zoe K005 (PP) (R)
Lancaster E-Type E074 (P) (AI) (R)
Dam: Savannah Dharma M15 (PP) (ET) (AI) (R)
Corinda Downs Dharma (PP) (ET) (AI) (R)

Corinda Downs Dharma
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PRICE:

Natural calf of the 2018 Rockhampton Beef Reserve Cow,
Savannah Dharma M015. The Dharma line has produced some
of our most outstanding sires, and most stylish and correct
females. The “original” Corinda Downs Dharma, is still valued
within in our herd, and has produced Savannah Jon Bon Jovi
J015, Savannah Jaguar, who sold to Michael Hood at Beef ’15,
and Savannah Harley who sold to Eric and Marina Wall, Springsure, QLD at Beef ‘12. A young heifer, with great potential.

Dharma M015 as a heifer

Dharma M015 and calf at Beef ‘18
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Savannah Zoe Q057 (R) (PP) (AI) (ET)

ID: SCCPQ057 | DOB: 29/07/2019

DCR Mr Moon Shine X102 (PP)
Sire: TNT 90 Proof Z401 (PP) (R)

PURCHASER:

TNT Miss S17
Lancaster Red Baron (P) (ET) (AI) (R)
Dam: Lancaster Blanche G114 (PP) (ET) (AI) (R)
Lancaster Blanche (P) (ET) (AI) (B)

PRICE:

A full sister to Lot 26, these heifers demonstrate substantial growth and capacity.
Arguably the deepest heifer out of the draft.
90 Proof infuses many desirable traits, and
exhibits consistency within his progeny.

Savannah K
We are so fortunate that Keira’s interest in cattle have
allowed her to grow her Red Simmental stud to include
six quality breeding females. Starting with the original
“Zoe,” Keira has grown her female lines, and sold her
first bull last year at the Ticoba sale. One of Keira’s bulls,
Savannah-K Miracle, a TNT Bootlegger son, has sired Lot
18 and Lot 29. Keira loves working with our cattle, and
their quiet temperament means she can have an extensive
involvement in working with them.

Savannah Rocky Red Sale
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Flush of

Lancaster Blanche G114 to a bull of your choice

We are delighted to announce a flush of Lancaster Blanche G114 to a
sire of the purchaser’s choice.
The number one red cow in Australia for animals registered.
Blanche has it all.

Lazy S Red Shocker 226L (P)
Sire: Lancaster Red Baron (P) (ET) (AI) (R)
GW Miss Red Light 910J
GW Lucky One 686K
Dam: Lancaster Blanche (P) (ET) (AI) (B)
GW Miss Lucky Buck 021J

Phenotype
She has a large, robust frame with great amount of bone. Huge spring and depth of rib, large square
muscle on a powerful polled head. She adds to all this an amazing amount of red meat in a super
feminine package.
Fertility
Blanche has been a donor cow on numerous occasions. She has averaged 16 embryos per flush. Her
daughters are flushing at these rates and above for us and our clients.
Temperament
We have been so impressed with the temperament of her progeny. They are bomb proof. Once
weaned our young daughter works the weaners through the yards on her own and can pat them in
the yards on the first day.
Do ability
She stamps her progeny with style and power and they have the ability to out perform others in
management groups. Once on feed for shows or sales their weight gains are unmatched.
Homozygous polled
Lancaster Blanche will remain within the export centre for this flush.
A remarkable opportunity to secure leading Red Simmental genetics.
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PURCHASER:

PRICE:
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Semen – MRL Playmaker

(PP) (R)

NCB Cobra 47Y
Sire: R Plus Venom 4006B
IPU Ms Tula 104Z
MRL El Tigre 52Z
Dam: MRL Miss 4335B
Remington Wise Girl 235U

PURCHASER:

33

The opportunity to secure this exciting new sire
prospect. If you are looking to improve growth
and performance within your herd, this is an opportunity not to be missed. We are very much
looking forward to the progeny from this new
sire, and are pleased to offer others this opportunity. One package of 10 straws.

PRICE:

Semen – Savannah Mississippi M019 (PP) (AI) (R)

DCR Mr Moon Shine X102 (PP)
Sire: TNT Bootlegger Z268 (PP) (R)
TNT Miss W70
Lancaster Red Baron (P) (ET) (AI) (R)
Dam: Lancaster Blanche G114 (PP) (ET) (AI) (R)
Lancaster Blanche (P) (ET) (AI) (B)

PURCHASER:

Mississippi’s first sons will sell in the Ticoba Sale
this year, and have met our high expectations.
Producing equally impressive Simmentals and
Simbrahs, we are very much looking forward
to offering these cattle for inspection. We were
honoured to receive Intermediate Champion
Bull with this sire at Rockhampton Beef 2018,
where he received much attention. Full brothers have sold exceptionally well, with Savannah
P66 topping the Ticoba Sale (for Savannah) in
2020 at $16,000. One package of 10 straws.

PRICE:

Savannah Rocky Red Sale
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Semen – Lancaster E-Type E074 (PP) (AI) (R)

Lazy S Red Shocker 226L (P)
Sire: Lancaster Red Baron (P) (ET) (AI) (R)
GW Miss Red Light 910J
GW Lucky One 686K
Dam: Lancaster Blanche (P) (ET) (AI) (B)
GW Miss Lucky Buck 021J

PURCHASER:

PRICE:

An exciting prospect to finish the sale. E-Type
was a game changer for our herd. A proven sire,
he produces impressive progeny over a variety
of females, stamping them with great feet, a
square rump and smooth front ends. E-Type has
sired maternal, productive females, as well as
growthy, well-muscled bulls. E-Type sons have
been consistently popular at the Ticoba Bull
Sale. E-Type has bred equally impressive Simbrah calves, producing females such as Savannah Yella N02 and Savannah Yella H22, who sold
to NCC for $8,000 in 2016. E-Type’s sons have
included Savannah Kentucky, who has made his
mark at Ticoba, and Savannah Kenworth K9 who
sold to Lucy Creek Station in 2016 for $20,000.
One package of 20 straws.

A tribute to our wonderful Pup
As a family, we were so fortunate to have an exceptional role model in our dear Dad and Puppy,
Gary. Dad taught us the importance of hard work, the impact of a positive and optimistic attitude
and the value of a great sense of humour. Despite his adult life being markedly changed by
unimaginable challenges, Dad never complained and remained grateful for all that he had. Dad
was one of our greatest supporters, and loved looking at and talking about our cattle, and we got
equally as much joy from hearing his opinion and being able to share this passion with him. An
advocate for the power of education, and the importance of our Agricultural industry, much of
what we have done in our lives has been influenced by Dad’s beliefs. Heartbreakingly, we lost Dad
in November 2019, and our world has not been the same since. Dad often told us how we would
love to be able to come and help on one of our trips to Queensland, so at Beef 2021, his legacy
and his values are very much with us. He walks beside us every day.
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Keira and Pup at the 2019 SA Junior Heifer Show, where Puppy proudly watched Keira
lead her heifer.
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